
	

Our	school

Richmond High School 
Uniform Policy in development 
 

In the spirit of consultation and disclosure I have presented a lot of the material and thinking here. We seek your 

comment and feedback. I often joke that our community wants a little bit of Princess Hill College mixed with The 

University High School, but with an Albert Park College Uniform not as strictly applied. This is probably not far from 

the truth. As I have previously stated benchmarking ourselves against Melbourne Girl’s College is not a bad idea, 

they are our main competitor in our suburb. 

 

I thought this blog summed up some of the conversations I have had with others in our community. It is well worth a 

read: https://seanhamptoncole.wordpress.com/2017/06/27/the-death-of-school-uniforms/ 

 

Sean Hampton Cole says, “Whether students wear a uniform or mufti, or some kind of ‘multiform’, there are always 
going to be ructions around appropriate dress codes. Teenagers in particular are always going to test the boundaries. 
And school policies around the rest of children’s appearance, such as facial hair, religious paraphernalia, political 
pageantry, jewellery, hair styles, and like, are equally tricky.” 
 

It is clear that the community, while valuing a school uniform is requesting a more flexible approach to uniforms than 

other schools have, particularly in climate choices.  Rather than a strict approach to the uniform, I propose we 

develop a ‘multi-form’ that encourages a sense of individuality within the uniform structure and an opportunity to 

practice their decision-making skills on a daily basis. The compact with students is what they wear must be uniform 

and worn well. Multiform simply means that students will decide each day what mix and match the school multiform 

on a daily basis, allowing for freedom of expression within acceptable boundaries – but only from items in the school 

uniform. 

Question: Do you support the multi-form approach? Yes - No 

 

Please note the uniform will not have strict gender based rules. 

 

Like any good school, we will also have a step-out uniform. Cole also says “I don’t think there is an easy answer to 
the problem of dress and appearance codes at schools. Nor do I think that the answer is necessarily to do away with 
uniforms altogether. Learning to dress appropriately for different contexts is as important a skill as understanding how 
to use appropriate tone in different contexts.” 
Question: Do you support some informality in our uniform at school when we are all together and children need to 

modify uniform wearing to task, but a step-out uniform when we are in public and for formal school events? Yes - No 

Question: Do you support students who ride their bike to school changing into the uniform at school? Yes - No 

 

In Newsletter 8-1 I published draft thinking on the uniform. That newsletter and the draft uniform brief created a lot of 

conversations and diverse responses. As I expected this was and has been one of the hardest conversations to have.  
 

Our connections with potential families tells us the largest number of parents want a uniform. This has been verbal to 

me at our community events and in the feedback. I have included these comments in this piece. My reflection is the 

best start I can give this school is to reflect the majority community desire for a smart uniform, and implementation of 

it, that captures other parents concerns without people saying ‘Richmond High School are a slack school with their 

uniform'. 

Question: on a sliding scale of 1-10, with Strong being 10, please rate how strict you expect the school to be with 

uniform enforcement. 

 

Just to recap on the policy framework: Each Victorian government school has a school council – in our case the 

Advisory Group – soon to be an Interim School Council - that decides on the uniform guidelines for the school – if the 

school will have a uniform, what the uniform will be and whether it will be compulsory to wear. Parents should always 

know the school uniform requirements prior to enrolling your child in the school, this makes things easier later, so I 

am aiming to be transparent and consultative, particular in the implementation guidelines. Normally a child will be 

required to wear their school uniform during school hours, while travelling to and from school, and when they are 

engaged in school activities out of school hours. School councils have the authority to develop and implement dress 

codes for their students as outlined in legislation relating to dress codes.  

Question: Do you support Interim School Council developing Uniform Protocols and Guidelines in 2017, and School 

Council developing a more formal policy over 2018 in consultation with students. Yes - No 

 

Please note the uniform will not have religious or cultural restrictions. 

 

Schools work with their school communities in developing and reviewing dress codes and implementing and 

enforcing dress codes So it is critical you follow this discussion and give me the best feedback and support you can. 

All dress codes must meet human rights and anti-discrimination requirements, include an exemption process, health 

and safety considerations and requirements relating to uniform supply arrangements.  

  



Assistance with uniforms and shoes  
People do worry about the costs. The Advisory Group has supported me in putting all the money we are eligible from 

our uniform supplier Bob Stewarts, back into supporting families in need achieve uniforms. Stewart’s have also 

offered to support families with payment plans and offer us some items to give to families. If a family is eligible, they 

can receive financial assistance to help meet the costs of their child's education, including uniforms and shoes.�This 

support is provided by not-for-profit organisation State Schools' Relief (SSR). https://www.ssr.net.au 

 

Let’s revisit some of my previous comments 
In terms of building our understanding and rationale. My research tells me that there is little evidence either way to 

support or not support uniforms, it is not a researched field. In this country, we wear uniforms due to the British 

origins of our education system. The trend to dispense with uniforms in the 1970s did not widely catch on and many 

schools have returned to uniform – with some key exceptions. It can be seen as old fashioned, the Europeans don't 

do it, but there will literally be families who have a bias as pro uniform who will not come to our school without a 

uniform. There is Collingwood College and Fitzroy High School to cater for those who don't want a uniform. Having 

watched Albert Park College closely, the uniform has been one key to their success in terms of community 

perceptions. They have a very strict approach.  

 

Pros of school uniforms - comments  
• Students experience less pressure in deciding what to wear each morning. � 

• Uniforms cost less overall. � 

• Student attendance improves. � 

• Encourages personal discipline. � 

• Students takes less time to get ready in the morning. � 

• Children are free to concentrate on lessons. � 

• Uniformity promotes a reduction of violence in schools. � 

• A decrease in peer pressure to wear trendier brands. � 

• Uniforms can be reused and recycled. � 

• School intruders are more easily identified in a school of uniformed children. 

 

Cons of school uniforms - comments � 
• Uniforms detract from a child's individuality. � 

• Schools should be a place where diversity is celebrated. � 

• The cost of uniforms is prohibitive, especially when a family includes more than one school- aged child. � 

• An unfair additional cost to tax-payers sending their children to a public school.  

• A financial burden to lower income families. � 

• Uniforms may lessen the child's comfort level while attending school. � 

• Enforcing rules about uniforms is difficult. � 

 

Comments on our Facebook Community Page in regards the uniform 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/409240486103305/ 

 

I want to acknowledge the work that Karen Hovenga completed to generate a broad discussion. She is a parent from 

Richmond West Primary School and is their representative on our Advisory Group and Interim School Council. There 

is some good thinking, discussion and debate and articles posted by a few of us on this page. If you are a member 

scroll down and have a look it is very informative. 

 

 

 

  

Complete the Survey Monkey Survey to give us feedback on 

this uniform document: 

 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/DP5C35N 

 

Please complete by Sunday 1 October, 2017 



Comments from emails in regards uniform to hello.richmond.hs@gmail.com 
Most of all she loved that you thought it would be fine if girls could wear trousers. She loved that you talked 
about letting kids choose when they wear the winter or summer uniform.  
Uniform – I support uniforms and I think they will help you foster an identity within the community and positive 
culture within the school 
School Uniform, one of the key things we like about RWPS is the flexibility of the school uniform, whilst colours 
and logo are set and all kids wear the T-shirt, there is flexibility regarding bottoms, other layers and shoes. This 
enables kids to dress to meet their comfort levels, the day’s activities, weather and any unique quirks they may 
have ensuring they are comfortable in their learning, it also makes all kids equal without excessive cost. We are 
very against the formal blazer and tie, not only is it costly, which can be a deterrent for many families given the 
diverse socio economics of the area and thus impact the diversity of the school and its culture, it is also 
uncomfortable, takes the focus away from learning (we have heard many stories of excessive time spent focused 
on correctness of school uniform and detention for the slightest variation which seems a waste of learning time 
and effort and is not the key purpose of a school) and it is not reflective of the real world. High school is a 
stepping stone to the 'real world' and as such should support the journey, there is no logical explanation for a 
child as to why they should wear clothes that are not part of current day society.  We would love to see a 
flexible uniform that enables individualism and is cost effective, where kids don't have to live in fear of losing a 
piece of clothing (another common story we hear from those attending schools with more formal uniforms along 
with the eternal complaints about the cost and how quickly they grow out of them). 
And with regard to the uniforms, why oh why do people want their kids to blend in with the walls and look 
institutionalised? Grey is dull, non-descript, unremarkable and depressing.  
Choosing a cool and a warm colour would satisfy yin and yang, and would create balance and harmony.  
I agree that clothes should be practical but they should also look good, which means they should respect the 
female/male form. Perhaps I'm misunderstanding, but gender neutral clothes don't make any sense. Girls' shorts, 
pants and tops should be designed for their bodies and should NOT just replicate boys' clothing! (They should all 
have pockets though. That's a bug bear with regard to many women's pants!) 
I thought that the uniform matrix presented was a clear articulation of possibilities - I don't know if you are 
interested in feedback on this from parents who won't have children there for quite a while - but here is it. 
I'm particularly keen for our high school not to emulate private schools in the uniform stakes with a full 
formal uniform. I would be much keener to see students wearing a comfort based uniform which would more 
readily enable physical additives, particularly, bike riding. Possibly more significantly however - I think a full 
formal uniform with a blazer follows private school models of what students should look like. I would like my 
children to attend a high school that doesn't have a mainstream image - but instead is a school that reflects our 
community (although I don't think I'd like to see them looking like Tigers' supporters - that would make one of my 
twins happy but not the other!).  
I know a uniform isn't everything about what a school is - but blazers and ties symbolise a formality and 
homogeneity that I don't aspire to. I wouldn't want blazers and ties to be what Richmond High School is seen to 
be about. 
We agree it is important — crucial — that RHS makes a statement with its uniform. 
We get one shot at this. A quality uniform, the equal of Melbourne Girls College and Albert Park, that will bring 
pride to the students and the community next February. (No stripes!) Also, worth noting on a practical level, that 
it is false economy to buy cheaper clothing. It simply doesn’t last as long. 

 

Parent comments from Seesaw Survey 
The red highlights were drawn out by Seesaw and Colin Simpson. 

Smart. Comfortable. No tie for boys or pinafore for girls. Option of trousers for girls. I'd like bright colour 
not grey and conservative.  Probably a blazer worn on way to school but a hoodie at school. Black 
shoes only. 
I think the school uniforms should be 'smart casual', rather than the private school formal blazer-and-tie 
style.  This would include chino-style pants/shorts/possibly skirts on the bottom and either a polo shirt or 
a button-down shirt/blouse (no tie) on the top.  I would also have a choice of a jumper, zip-up fleece 
and/or soft-shell jacket for wearing in colder weather - these could carry the school 'branding'. I 
personally would not want to have a school dress for my own daughters, but if there was to be one, I 
would want it to be in a 'corporate wear' style, rather than the shapeless form that is typical in this part of 
the world. I think such a 'smart casual' style of uniform would be more affordable, more comfortable and 
more in line with what our children will wear as adults in the workplace, while still looking neat and 
professional and reflecting well on the school. As far as what students look for, I hope they would want 
something that is comfortable, easy to wear, easy to move in, and looks good. 
A quality uniform which includes a blazer. Students (and their parents) want to feel proud to wear (or 
see) the uniform on our city streets and at school. A preference for traditional colour schemes without 
stripes or too much piping.  eg grey pants, light blue shirt, navy blazer (or any dark colour), a dark tie 
with a simple stripe for school colours. A matching logo on the blazer. (there is a photo on 
www.tradeindia.com/fp1153212/Boys-School-Uniform.html which shows our thinking...also Melbourne 
Grammar) 



Uniforms should be comfortable and practical. Look smart and be recognisable as Richmond High. 
Affordable 
quality materials - wool, cotton - natural fibers. Classic. Eg. Jumpers in winter round collers - a little 
melbourne and contemporary. definitely black shoes, white shirts, and tie perhaps tartan with school 
color. Deep greys. Jacket - high collar / oriental collar.  Comfort critical - natural materials will help here. 
Make a statement 
I would like a full formal uniform so the kids / school looks professional. Dark blazer ( Navy) of good 
quality  and NO stripes, light blue shirt, dark pants. I also like grey. I do like the school colours at 
Melbourne Grammar (junior boys), Cranbrook School and I quite like Brisbane Grammar girls Blazer 
colour way but with the boys shirt and striped tie. I like the image at 
https://au.pinterest.com/pin/121526889924726307/ but please no purple pants :) 
Definitely needs to look smart with good tailoring & more office wear than sporting wear. No strict 
gender rules so girls can wear shorts & pants. Range of tailoring for adolescent girls. Natural fibres if 
possible (cooler & more stain resistant). Uniform shoe colour/type. So lightweight wool 
trousers/shorts/skirts & tailored shirts rather than sports shorts & polo tops. Please no bomber jackets!!! 
practical, attractive, kids can wear the same uniform during winter or summer, active 
Smart, respectful, Contemporary. 
We like blazers and ties and crisp shirts for formal wear, paired with trendy casual sports attire. Any 
uniform will look great if it is high quality, washable and wearable fabrics, in a modern design, and all 
students are wearing the same thing. 
I love the idea of hoodies and leggings or track pants for casual wear, with a formal uniform on non-
sports days. Crumpler bags are great too. 
My colour preferences are grey / navy / aqua/ yellow 
I like Navy good quality blazers. Light blue shirts with a striped tie of either blue or Maroon. Dark navy 
pant. I like this: https://au.pinterest.com/pin/501307002257262040/ 
but not with purple pants. It shows smart yet modern at the same time. I also like like Melbourne 
Grammars year 7/8 boys uniform with maybe a stripe of maroon. 
Uniforms should be well designed, to be comfortable but look good on all shapes and sizes, durable but 
not too expensive 
as proposed sounds, fine to me 
Wearable but not too constrictive.  Approachable so that students take pride in wearing it.  Gives a clear 
visual representation of Richmond High - identifiable.  Not ugly!  Not too much yellow.  White shirt with a 
yellow check or pin stripe?  Black or dark charcoal blazer with yellow trim? 
Smart looking school uniform. 
Full school uniform with blazer. The style should be modern and something the kids will be proud to 
wear. 
I am in favour of a reasonably formal uniform - blazer for example. Albert Park College style (but 
different colours and maybe block colours rather than stripes.) I think a formal uniform helps students to 
feel connected and  it helps the community feel respectful towards the school. If the uniform is one that 
can be interpreted differently by different students, then both those things are lost. In my experience, 
boys will still play footy if you dressed them in a tux, so I don't see that as a good argument for having a 
primary school, tracksuit pants kind of uniform. A PE uniform to wear at school and when playing inter-
school sport could help. 
Unique, comfortable, more than one option (e.g. pants, shorts, skirts, dresses).  Skorts.  Separate 
sports uniform.  Hard wearing.  Hats 
They should look smart and engender pride - blazers, skirts, trousers etc. but options for girls who dont 
like dresses More relaxed sporting also 
Smart, well kept, uniform / consistent 
Casual, classy, comfortable, modern, a little bit hip and funky not staid old skool conventions. Sensible 
application of uniform rules - really if it's 30 degrees you don't have to wear your blazer to and from 
school. 
Dark neutral colour as main body colour - Charcoal Marle/Black or Ink mixed back with lighter shades in 
grey marle - highlight of Yellow/Gold in upper garments. 
I think the uniforms should reflect the school and be worn proudly. I like the idea of a blazer and looking 
neat and respectable in a uniform. It should also be practical and comfortable. Having said this, it 
should also be something all families are able to afford. 
A modern comfortable practical take on the school jacket - still formal and smart but with a modern edge 
rather than traditional. Multiple options (unisex?) for both girls and boys for flexibility during the change 
in seasons and change in weather during a season. Girls should not be required to wear a dress/skirt. 
Should be something that the kids want to wear and feel comfortable and confident in. Immediately 
recognisable as RHS but not necessarily 'Richmond' colours. Solid colour blazer rather than garish 
stripy "I am a school blazer" 



Smart and comfortable. Materials that wear well – no tracksuit materials except in sports uniforms. 
I like the cut and relaxed smartness of the Albert Park College female blazer (don’t like the stripes on 
the male blazer). However, I find the A logo on the blazer, though commendably simple, is rather 
uninspiring. 
http://www.theage.com.au/content/dam/images/g/t/9/a/a/4/image.related.articleLeadwide.620x349.gt9g
6g.png/1481570242006.jpg 
The following look works well, including the school dress – though I’d get rid of the striped stitching on 
the blazer and go more with the trim used in the Albert Park uniform. I would probably make the 
pants/shorts match the blazer colour too. A circular logo with some kind of base like this one looks 
pretty good too I think – room for words and imagery. 
http://cdn.newsapi.com.au/image/v1/0d553e40cc1930c44a238e1f885459d8 
Smart and comfortable. Materials that wear well – no tracksuit materials except in sports uniforms. 
I like the cut and relaxed smartness of the Albert Park College female blazer (don’t like the stripes on 
the male blazer). However, I find the A logo on the blazer, though commendably simple, is rather 
uninspiring.http://www.theage.com.au/content/dam/images/g/t/9/a/a/4/image.related.articleLeadwide.62
0x349.gt9g6g.png/1481570242006.jpg 
The following look works well, including the school dress – though I’d get rid of the striped stitching on 
the blazer and go more with the trim used in the Albert Park uniform. I would probably make the 
pants/shorts match the blazer colour too. A circular logo with some kind of base like this one looks 
pretty good too I think – room for words and 
imagery.http://cdn.newsapi.com.au/image/v1/0d553e40cc1930c44a238e1f885459d8 
Modern, comfortable and smart.  Flattering style for personal body shape and gender image.  Warm in 
winter, cool in summer. Good pockets.  No ironing, no shoe polishing. 
I like the Woodleigh school model: At Woodleigh Campus, a Dress Code operates which allows 
increasing choice as students move from Years 7-12. The intention is to encourage the wearing of 
practical and inexpensive clothing and to help students develop responsibility for choosing and looking 
after their own clothing. The policy is flexible enough to both allow and encourage individual style and to 
emphasise neatness and presentability. 
Rather than focus on precise details of dress, students are encouraged to make good judgements 
based on the following principles: A SunSmart approach, Cleanliness and hygiene, Good repair, 
Decency (eg, no bare midriffs or visible underwear), Safety, Appropriateness for the occasion, 
Appropriate for a school learning environment, Regard for community expectations, especially extremes 
in appearance such as hairstyles and jewellery 
Our aim is for students to learn to wear appropriate clothing for various situations. In this way students 
are making similar decisions about their clothing to when they leave school. Staff will work with students 
on interpreting these guidelines and will on occasions need to disagree and be insistent. It is expected 
that students will take responsibility for their school clothing needs and will ensure that they have 
organised their clothing for the week ahead. 
The following should be observed – All Students, It is strongly recommended that students wear 
headwear which protects from the sun, especially in Terms 1 and 4. Footwear for Home Economics, 
Manual Arts and Science practical lessons needs to cover the top of feet, including toes. Students will 
not be able to participate in the practical components of these lessons if they are wearing inappropriate 
footwear. For health reasons, all students are required to have a change of clothing for PE, sport and 
sport-based Activities as well as sports shoes. Students need to wear the official Woodleigh Campus 
sport uniform during these sessions. All items of clothing should be named. 
Years 7-10 A colour code of green, brown, gold and grey in clothing without any inappropriate motif, 
slogan or graphic. The colour code needs to be adhered to in patterned or checked material. All tops 
need to have sleeves (for SunSmart). Footwear should be sturdy, with enclosed toes and attached at 
the heel.https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/digistorm-
websites/woodleigh/content/WOODLEIGH/Policy-images/Colour-Code-Guide-
A4.png?mtime=20160616114132 



My desire for the uniforms is that they are smart and comfortable. Materials that wear well – no tracksuit 
materials except in sports uniforms. I like the cut and relaxed smartness of the Albert Park College 
female blazer (don’t like the stripes on the male blazer). However, I find the A logo on the blazer, though 
commendably simple, is rather 
uninspiring.http://www.theage.com.au/content/dam/images/g/t/9/a/a/4/image.related.articleLeadwide.62
0x349.gt9g6g.png/1481570242006.jpg 
The following look works well, including the school dress – though I’d get rid of the striped stitching on 
the blazer and go more with the trim used in the Albert Park uniform. I would probably make the 
pants/shorts match the blazer colour too. A circular logo with some kind of base like this one looks 
pretty good too I think – room for words and 
imagery.http://cdn.newsapi.com.au/image/v1/0d553e40cc1930c44a238e1f885459d8 
A real bug bear of mine is the lack of functional pockets, especially common in female clothing. Blazers, 
pants, shorts, dresses and skirts should all have pockets for wallets, keys and sanitary items. I also 
have a bit of an issue with the whole notion of gender neutral My clothing however. Not because I have 
an issue with girls wanting to wear shorts/pants or boys wanting to wear skirts. My issue is that by 
teenage years, boys and girls do NOT have the same bodies. I'm sure any decent tailor would say that 
a good and comfortable pair of pants for a female has a very different design to those for a male.  
My preferences are: Pants/trousers to be comfortably but not impractically wide-legged - male trousers 
are straight/vertical - female designed for female hips with a slight A-line leg, widening a little bit near 
the ankle. Similarly for shorts, which I expect will be part of the sports uniform –comfortably but not 
impractically wide – straight/vertical for males and A-line for female (I like the “Skort”) - decently sized 
pockets either side to fit tennis balls - leg to end just above the knees. I don’t think skirts are necessary, 
but if we go with them then it should also be an A-line with pockets either side and a hem that ends just 
below the knees. I also don't think ties are necessary. Tops (polos/shirts) should be designed 
specifically for the respective female/male body, and not be a big wide poorly fitted affair. Blazers, 
jumpers and polos should all include the logo. Shirts I think can be optional with the logo. Polos and 
shirts should be made of comfortably breathable material. Is it possible for a cardigan to be provided for 
“in-between” weather? It would be good to be able to purchase a quality scarf, beanie and summer hat 
as part of the uniform as well. The scarf and beanie should be dark in colour and the hat should be light. 
Though it’s definitely not been my highest priority when selecting a school, on review I am glad there 
will be uniforms. I want my children to enjoy themselves but to take their education seriously; to know 
how to dress appropriately for each occasion and to recognise that schooling (each day of it) is a 
valuable event; to take pride in their school and respect their teachers and their fellow students. 
It might seem contradictory but, while I want them to feel a sense of formality and pride in their uniform, 
I also don't want them to spend every day choosing their own outfits, focusing so much on the 
superficialities of clothing and trying to impress their friends/peers with how cool they look. There will be 
plenty of opportunity for them to deal with those issues on other occasions. I want them to make friends 
at school without the prejudices that often occurs based on what other children wear. My children will be 
in far better circumstances than I ever was but I never want them to feel a barrier or look down on those 
from troubled or poorer homes (or vice versa for that matter). 

 

  



Richmond High School Uniform Brief – draft – September, 2017 
• The Richmond High School potential parents, in a large majority, want a school uniform. It is true to say the 

norm in this country is school uniform, which can ease expenditure on clothes over the six-year period, 

equalize and create school identity. 

• The community feedback seems to angle towards a corporate style school uniform with a smart blazer style 

– blazers at formal school events and excursions. 

• The community expectation is that our uniform should take into account gender trends and fluidity and be 

flexible in how it is applied. 

• Gender neutral built in as much as possible and school guidelines to reflect this. Children to certainly choose 

between trouser, short, dress and skirt. 

• Wearable, washable, comfortable to be in, looking smart durable and easy to pass down to siblings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Uniform Concept 

• Priced for affordability and implemented over 2017 and 2018 with extra items added over time. 

• A more corporate style uniform that is a simple grey colour with a bold logo mark on pockets of the shirts 

and dress. The range will also have some simple orange ribbing, orange stitching on black buttons and 

small ‘Ben Sherman’ type details over the range. 

• As previously noted the uniform will be multiform. Students can choose the items they wear on any given 

day but must be from the range. 

• A simple lovely grey blazer with an orange lining and bold orange logo on the pocket. No other details. 

• A bold tartan tie, that will make our school stand out amongst others. Ties will be worn with the winter shirt. 

• The school, in keeping with the corporate approach, will have no tie Fridays. 

• No uniform times: 

o We are reflecting that after academic classes end for the year (last two weeks of term 4) that 

students may wear free dress. 

o Students will be offered at least one uniform free days each term as part of their fundraising for 

local charities. 

  

Blazer 
Blazer - Twill with embroidered logo, orange lining 

Jumper and Hoodie 

Jumper – wool blend with a fine orange line in V neck 

Hoodie to be designed later 

Shirt 
Short Sleeve Shirt straight at hip with embroidered logo, ‘Ben Sherman’ style 

Long sleeve Shirt with embroidered logo – suitable for tie and open neck. ‘Ben Sherman’ style 

Shorts and Trousers 

Male Short in school colour 

Male Trouser in school colour 

Female Short in school colour 

Female Trouser in school colour 

Dress 

Summer Dress fine herringbone to school colour and orange sleeve and collar detail 

Winter Skirt wool blend, grey, maybe some detail 

Sports Uniform 

Polo – orange simple polo, design school one later 

Sport short 

Soft Shell Polyester Jacket with embroidered logo 

Socks, stocking, tight and bike short 
Grey multiuse sock one style for all uniform parts 

Sport Sock 

Stocking 

Tight 

Accessories 

School beanie - generic to school colour 

Baseball cap - generic to school colour 

Scarf designed to school colours later – ‘Harry Potter’ style but shorter. 

Tie 

School Tie to school tartan 

School bag 

Crumpler School Bag school design 



 

School Colour Palette for uniforms, branding and marketing. 
 

 

  

04 Colour Palette



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The circled sections seem to be settling as preferred elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The circled sections seem to be settling as preferred elements. 

 



 

Concepts of tie, summer dress and potential colour of the jumper. These are not the logo marks that will be used. We 

would have fun with the tartan and lodge it as an official tartan of Richmond High School. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a draft Crumpler Bag which is now with their design team. 

RHS - Crumpler Bag
— Creative Direction / Brand Application
— 07.09.17

Please Note
This design is purely conceptual and an indication of the brand 
application and colour treatment we would like ‘Crumpler’ to 
achieve with the new RHS bag. 
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This is a close sample of the summer dress with a fine herringbone and non-white collars and sleeves with orange 

trim. In the shirt sample, you can see some of the ‘Ben Sherman’ type elements. The pant/trouser/short will be simple 

and economical grey that will match with the Blazer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Blazer gives a sense of the approach though not the perfect colour. The logo mark represented is still in 

discussion. The idea being that our students are in a very modern corporate grey with a flash of orange seen from the 

distance. It is proposed that the lining is orange to give a flash of colour. 

 

Question: Please feel free to add any notes in regards the samples and ideas. 


